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Reflection POS Kitchen Display System (KDS) is a tool 
that easily connects your front of house and kitchen. 
Streamline your workflow by digitally sending orders to 
the kitchen for immediate review and fulfillment. 

Eliminate the need to rely on paper tickets which 
can easily be lost or rendered illegible. Your KDS will 
become the hub of restaurant operations, digitally 
moving orders from the point of sale (POS) system 
to your visible kitchen display screen. Your KDS will 
automatically show orders with modifications and 
feature a timer so kitchen staff can keep track of the 
order and time spent on it.  

A KDS will increase revenue and enhance     
employee performance with this crucial restaurant 
automation technology.

INPUT FLEXIBILITIES

With a variety of hardware options that 
include bump bars or touchscreen offerings, 
you’ll be able to select the input method that 
works best for you.

KITCHEN DISPLAY SYSTEMS (KDS)

IMPROVE ORDER ACCURACY

Digital automation will optimize your kitchen 
processes, from reducing human error, to lost 
or illegible tickets. With timers and movement 
through the kitchen, you’ll see an increase in 
table turnover and increase your bottom line. 

WORKFLOW AUTOMATION

Through the customization options, menu 
items and modifiers can be color-coded to 
identify special prep instructions, as well as 
order types and times. Automatic timers and 
alerts help push orders through the kitchen 
and queue to hasten the speed of service.

KDS PRINTING

Our software lets you print tickets and labels 
directly from the KDS solution. Perfect for 
to-go packaging or QSRs needing to track 
orders being prepped in different containers 
or stations. 
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ADVANCED KDS LABEL PRINTING MARKETS FOR KDS

Thanks to its advanced direct label printing, the Reflection 
POS KDS software is perfect for restaurants with high 
takeout and delivery order rates. Printing tickets using 
sticky labels to track and handle orders efficiently is a 
popular way of managing to-go orders. 

With continuous print feed to sticky label printers, you 
can effortlessly track and handle orders without any 
slowdowns in the kitchen. The software automatically 
populates orders placed through third-party delivery sites 
into your KDS, allowing easy color coding to prioritize 
takeout or in-house orders.

Different departments within the establishment might 
require separate ticket and label printing at different 
times. Our solution addresses this need by providing the 
flexibility to cater to multiple departments. Moreover, the 
KDS screen seamlessly integrates with the POS system 
settings, making it easy to manage and customize as 
needed. All printing settings can be conveniently controlled 
through the KDS settings.

• Quick Service Restaurants

• Fast Casual Restaurants

• Table Service

• Coffee Shops

• Corporate Cafeterias

• Juice Shops

• Smoothie Bars

• Ice Cream Shops

• Pizza Shops

• Food Trucks

• U-Pick and Orchards

• Stadiums

• Event Venues

• Concession Stands

https://www.nccusa.com/pos-products/rhq/

